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ABSTRACT
Zonal flows in rotating systems have been previously shown to be suppressed by the imposition of
a background magnetic field aligned with the direction of rotation. Understanding the physics behind
the suppression may be important in systems found in astrophysical fluid dynamics, such as stellar
interiors. However, the mechanism of suppression has not yet been explained. In the idealized setting
of a magnetized beta plane, we provide a theoretical explanation that shows how magnetic fluctuations
directly counteract the growth of weak zonal flows. Two distinct calculations yield consistent conclu-
sions. The first, which is simpler and more physically transparent, extends the Kelvin–Orr shearing
wave to include magnetic fields and shows that weak, long-wavelength shear flow organizes magnetic
fluctuations to absorb energy from the mean flow. The second calculation, based on the quasilinear,
statistical CE2 framework, is valid for arbitrary wavelength zonal flow and predicts a self-consistent
growth rate of the zonal flow. We find that a background magnetic field suppresses zonal flow if the
bare Alfve´n frequency is comparable to or larger than the bare Rossby frequency. However, suppres-
sion can occur for even smaller magnetic fields if the resistivity is sufficiently small enough to allow
sizable magnetic fluctuations. Our calculations reproduce the η/B20 = const. scaling that describes the
boundary of zonation, as found in previous work, and we explicitly link this scaling to the amplitude
of magnetic fluctuations.
Keywords: magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) — turbulence — instabilities — Sun: magnetic fields —
Sun: interior
1. INTRODUCTION
Zonal flows, or latitudinal bands of east–west alter-
nating fluid flow, commonly form in the atmospheres of
rotating planets (Ingersoll 1990; Vasavada & Showman
2005). In contrast, in the solar tachocline, in which
a background toroidal magnetic field is present, zonal
flows are not commonly thought to occur. The solar
tachocline, the thin layer between the radiative zone and
convective zone, may play an important role in the so-
lar dynamo (Spiegel & Zahn 1992; Tobias 2002; Wright
& Drake 2016). Understanding plasma dynamics under
Corresponding author: Navid C. Constantinou
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the combined influence of both rotation and magnetic
field can help provide insight into the solar tachocline,
to other stellar interiors, gas giant interiors, and possibly
to exoplanets.
Tobias et al. (2007) studied a two-dimensional (2D)
magnetized beta plane as a way to gain insight into how
a magnetic field affects turbulence and zonation in a
rotating, stratified system. The magnetized beta plane,
while a relatively simple model, contains some of the
key physics of the tachocline. Through direct numerical
simulations, they found that when the mean toroidal
magnetic field is strong enough, formation of zonal flow
is suppressed.
In a follow-up work, Tobias et al. (2011) generalized
the numerical simulations from the beta plane to full
spherical geometry. On the surface of a rotating sphere,
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turning on an azimuthal background magnetic field also
suppressed formation of zonal flow. In that work, the
authors did not identify any fundamentally new mecha-
nism of suppression present on a spherical surface that
was absent on a beta plane. In addition to direct numeri-
cal simulations, Tobias et al. (2011) showed that the sta-
tistical model CE2 captures the zonal-flow-suppression
mechanism. CE2 is based on a quasilinear approxima-
tion, where the eddy–eddy nonlinearity is neglected from
the eddy dynamics but kept intact in the mean flow dy-
namics (for details regarding CE2 see Section 2.2).
An open question raised by the numerical results of
Tobias et al. (2007) and Tobias et al. (2011) is what
exactly is the mechanism that suppresses zonal flows.
Their calculations just described have employed non-
linear, time-evolving simulations in which a variety of
processes can occur and coexist. Understanding the de-
tailed physics and mechanisms underlying the suppres-
sion of mean zonal flows would be valuable.
Here, we reconsider the 2D magnetized beta plane
studied by Tobias et al. (2007) in order to investigate
in more detail the suppression of zonal flow. In the
simple geometry of the beta plane, analytic calculations
are more tractable than on the sphere. We adopt a
quasilinear approach and use the CE2 statistical frame-
work. The CE2 framework has proven successful in un-
derstanding zonal flows on the unmagnetized beta plane
(Farrell & Ioannou 2007; Srinivasan & Young 2012; To-
bias & Marston 2013; Constantinou et al. 2014, 2016;
Parker & Krommes 2013, 2014). CE2 has also been
applied in astrophysical fluid dynamics in an MHD set-
ting to study the magnetorotational dynamo (Squire &
Bhattacharjee 2015). Encouragingly, that study found
that the quasilinear model qualitatively reproduced the
dependence of a key figure of merit on the magnetic
Prandtl number Prm.
Within the CE2 framework, we calculate the eigen-
values and eigenmodes of the linear instability in which
zonal flows grow, known as ‘zonostrophic instability’ (see
Section 4). Zonostrophic instability refers to the process
in which a weak zonal flow in an otherwise homogeneous
turbulent field organizes the incoherent fluctuations to
coherently reinforce the zonal flow. We find that the
presence of a background magnetic field suppresses the
zonostrophic instability.
Additionally, in Section 3, we perform a related, but
simpler and more physically transparent, calculation
based on the Kelvin–Orr shearing wave (Thomson 1887;
Orr 1907). Starting with the work by Kraichnan (1976)
and then followed with those by Huang & Robinson
(1998), Chen et al. (2006), Holloway (2010), and Cum-
mins & Holloway (2010), it has been shown that when
strong mean flows are present, the Kelvin–Orr shearing
wave dynamics is the dominant process by which en-
ergy is transferred from the small-scale fluctuations to
large-scale mean flows. However, more recently Bakas &
Ioannou (2013a) further demonstrated that the Kelvin–
Orr shearing wave dynamics can also be important when
mean flows are weak, since the shearing wave dynam-
ics underlie the organization of incoherent fluctuation
to drive mean flows. Here, we extend the weak-mean-
flow Kelvin–Orr shearing wave dynamics to include mag-
netic field. The shearing wave solution we derive demon-
strates that while hydrodynamic fluctuations may trans-
fer energy to the mean flow, the magnetic field essen-
tially always counteracts energy transfer to the mean
flow. Further, we show that the parameter dependence
found in the Kelvin–Orr calculation is recovered by the
zonostrophic-instability computation in the appropriate
asymptotic regime.
2. FORMULATION
We consider the quasi-geostrophic dynamics of an in-
compressible, magnetized fluid on a beta plane x
def
=
(x, y), with x being the azimuthal direction (longitude)
and y the meridional direction (latitude). A beta plane
is a geometrical simplification of a rotating sphere that
retains the physics associated with rotation and the lat-
itudinal variation of rotation velocity (Pedlosky 1992).
The beta plane uses a Cartesian geometry, and the gra-
dient of the Coriolis parameter is described by a constant
parameter β. We use periodic boundary conditions in
both directions.
The fluid velocity u = (u, v) derives from a stream
function ψ(x, t), i.e., u = zˆ ×∇ψ. The vorticity nor-
mal to the plane of motion is ζ
def
= zˆ · (∇× u) = ∇2ψ.
The magnetic field is given in terms of a vector poten-
tial, B
def
= ∇ × A and it consists of a constant, uni-
form background B0xˆ in the azimuthal direction and a
time-varying component, such that B
def
= (B0 +∂yA)xˆ−
(∂xA)yˆ, where A = [B0y + A(x, t)]zˆ is the vector po-
tential.
The magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) evolution of the
system can be described by a formulation involving vor-
ticity and magnetic potential,
∂tζ + J(ψ, ζ + βy) = J(A+B0y,∇2A) + ν∇2ζ + ξ,
(1a)
∂tA+ J(ψ,A+B0y) = η∇2A. (1b)
In Eq. (1), J(a, b)
def
= (∂xa)(∂yb)− (∂ya)(∂xb) is the Pois-
son bracket, β is the latitudinal gradient of the Coriolis
parameter, ν is the viscosity, η is the resistivity, and
ξ(x, t) is a random forcing to excite fluctuations. For
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mathematical convenience, we have set the permeabil-
ity µ0 = 1 and the mass density ρ = 1. In these units,
the background magnetic field B0 is equivalent to the
Alfve´n velocity vA = B0/
√
µ0ρ.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1a) is the
curl of the Lorentz force, j × B. Equation (1b) is an
expression of Faraday’s law combined with Ohm’s law,
E = −u×B + ηj, and Ampe`re’s law, j =∇×B.
In Eq. (1a), ξ is a stochastic excitation that is assumed
(i) to have zero mean (over space, time, or ensemble),
(ii) to be spatially and temporally statistically homoge-
neous, and (iii) to be temporally delta correlated but
spatially correlated. Thus, it satisfies,
〈ξ(x, t)〉 = 0, (2a)
〈ξ(xa, ta)ξ(xb, tb)〉 = Q(xa − xb) δ(ta − tb), (2b)
where angle brackets denote ensemble average over dif-
ferent forcing realizations. The spatially homogeneous
forcing can be prescribed by the Fourier spectrum of its
covariance through
Q(xa − xb) =
∑
k
Qˆk e
ik·(xa−xb). (3)
We observe that in the magnetized beta plane, where
the background magnetic field is aligned along the direc-
tion of rotation, the resulting dynamics are not depen-
dent on the sign of B0. To see this, note that we are free
to let A → −A in the definition of A, as this is merely
a choice of sign convention. If we set both A→ −A and
B0 → −B0 in Eq. (1), then the dynamics is unchanged.
2.1. Fast and slow magneto-Rossby waves
The system of Eq. (1) supports two basic waves, the
fast and slow magneto-Rossby waves, which are mix-
tures of the Rossby wave and the shear Alfve´n wave. To
derive the dispersion relations of the magneto-Rossby
waves, we linearize the unforced equations of motion
about (ζ,A) = (0, 0) and substitute perturbations of
the form eik·x−iωt. We obtain the dispersion relation
ωf,s =
ωR
2
1− i (ν + η)k2
ωR
±
√[
1− i (ν − η)k
2
ωR
]2
+
4ω2A
ω2R
 ,
(4)
where k2 = k2x+k
2
y and ωR
def
= −βkx/k2 and ωA def= kxB0
are the frequencies of the undamped Rossby and shear
Alfve´n waves, respectively. The fast wave ωf takes the
+ sign, and the slow wave ωs takes the − sign.
The eigenmodes can be obtained from the linearized
magnetic equation as[
ζ
A
]
f,s
=
1
k
√|ωf,s + iηk2|2 + ω2A
[
k2(ωf,s + iηk
2)
−ωA
]
.
(5)
For later convenience, the normalizing factor has
been chosen such that the quantity k2(|ψ|2 + |A|2) =
k2(|ζ|2/k4 + |A|2), which is equal to the mode energy
(up to a factor of 2), is unity.
We examine two limits to elucidate the physical nature
of these waves. First, in the nondissipative limit where
ν and η vanish, the frequencies are
ωf,s =
ωR
2
(
1±
√
1 +
4ω2A
ω2R
)
. (6)
For vanishing magnetic field the Rossby wave is recov-
ered, while for strong magnetic field the shear Alfve´n
wave is recovered.
Second, in this paper we focus on the regime where
in the length scales of interest, the Rossby wave is the
fastest process, such that νk2, ηk2, ωA  ωR. In this
regime, Eq. (4) reduces to
ωf = ωR − iνk2, (7a)
ωs = −ω
2
A
ωR
− iηk2. (7b)
The fast wave is essentially the Rossby wave, while the
slow wave involves both the magnetic field and beta ef-
fect. In this regime, the eigenmodes in Eq. (5) sim-
plify to [
ζ
A
]
f
=
1
k
[
k2
−ωA/ωR
]
, (8a)
[
ζ
A
]
s
=
1
k
[
k2ωA/ωR
1
]
. (8b)
In this regime, the fast wave is dominated by the vortic-
ity component and the slow wave is dominated by the
magnetic component.
2.2. Quasilinear dynamics and the CE2 second-order
closure
A useful framework for addressing the dynamics of
coherent flows embedded in and driven by turbulence
involves studying the dynamics of the statistics of the
flow fields (e.g., statistical moments). Rather than work-
ing directly with flow fields that rapidly vary in time
and space, studying the behavior of dynamical equations
for statistical quantities can provide qualitative insight
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of turbulence–mean flow interaction. However, forming
statistically averaged equations of nonlinear systems in-
evitably runs into the closure problem, where an infinite
hierarchy of moment equations is required to obtain a
closed system. Thus, a turbulence closure is needed.
Here, we study the dynamics of the magnetized fluid in
Eq. (1) using the quasilinear second-order closure. This
closure has proven useful in gaining analytic understand-
ing and physical insight regarding coherent-structure
formation in turbulent flows. In the quasilinear second-
order closure, the eddy–mean flow interaction is accu-
rately captured; indeed, this interaction is not approx-
imated whatsoever. This particular closure comes (un-
fortunately) in the literature under two names: “S3T’,
which stands for Stochastic Structural Stability Theory
(Farrell & Ioannou 2003) and “CE2”, which stands for
Cumulant Expansion at second order (Marston et al.
2008). Hereafter we refer to this closure as CE2.
We consider a decomposition of the flow fields into a
coherent and an incoherent component. Here, we iden-
tify the coherent component with the zonal mean (de-
noted by over bar) and the incoherent component, or
eddies, with the fluctuations about the zonal mean (de-
noted by prime), e.g.,
ψ(y, t)
def
=
1
Lx
∫ Lx
0
dxψ(x, t), (9a)
ψ′(x, t) def= ψ(x, t)− ψ(y, t). (9b)
The quasilinear approximation consists of neglecting the
eddy–eddy nonlinearity in the eddy evolution equations
while keeping the mean flow dynamics intact. Thus,
from Eq. (1), we obtain the quasilinear equations
∂tu¯ = v′ ζ ′ − (∂xA′)∇2A′ + ν∂2y u¯, (10a)
∂tA¯ = −∂y(v′A′) + η∂2yA¯, (10b)
∂tζ
′ + u¯∂xζ ′ + (β − ∂2y u¯)v′ =
= −(B0 + ∂yA¯)∂x∇2A′ + (∂3yA¯)(∂xA′) + ν∇2ζ ′ + ξ,
(10c)
∂tA
′ + u¯∂xA′ = −(B0 + ∂yA¯)v′ + η∇2A′. (10d)
From the quasilinear equations above we can form the
closed system for the evolution of the first and second
flow cumulants. The first cumulants being the mean
flow components,
u¯ and A¯, (11)
while the second cumulants are the same-time two-point
eddy covariances:
W
def
= ζ ′(xa, t)ζ ′(xb, t), M
def
= ζ ′(xa, t)A′(xb, t),
N
def
= A′(xa, t)ζ ′(xb, t), G
def
= A′(xa, t)A′(xb, t). (12)
The stresses that appear in the mean flow equa-
tions (10a) and (10b) are expressed in terms of the
eddy covariances through
v′ζ ′ = 12
[
(∂xa∇−2a + ∂xb∇−2b )W
]
a=b
, (13a)
(∂xA′)∇2A′ = 12
[
(∂xa∇2b + ∂xb∇2a)G
]
a=b
, (13b)
v′A′ = 12
[
∂xa∇−2a M + ∂xb∇−2b N
]
a=b
, (13c)
where the subscript a = b denotes that the function of
xa and xb inside square brackets is transformed into a
function of a single spatial coordinate by setting xa =
xb = x. Thus, the mean flow equations in the CE2
closure are exactly Eq. (10a) and Eq. (10b) with the
stresses given by Eq. (13).
By manipulating Eq. (10c) and Eq. (10d) and also
using Eq. (2b) we obtain the evolution equations for the
eddy covariances Eq. (12):
∂tW = (Lζζa + Lζζb )W + LζAa N + LζAb M +Q, (14a)
∂tM = (Lζζa + LAAb )M + LζAa G + LAζb W, (14b)
∂tG = (LAAa + LAAb )G+ LAζa M + LAζb N, (14c)
where the L operators depend on the mean flow fields,
u¯ and A¯, and are given by
Lζζ def= −u¯ ∂x − (β − ∂2y u¯)∇−2∂x + ν∇2, (15a)
LζA def= −(B0 + ∂yA¯)∇2∂x + (∂3yA¯)∂x, (15b)
LAζ def= −(B0 + ∂yA¯)∇−2∂x, (15c)
LAA def= −u¯ ∂x + η∇2. (15d)
In Eq. (14), Q is the forcing covariance defined in
Eq. (2b) and subscripts in the L operators denote the
variables on which the differential operators act and
at which the mean flow fields are evaluated. We have
assumed ergodicity to replace zonal averages over the
random-forcing realizations with their ensemble aver-
ages. The evolution equation for mixed covariance N
is redundant because of the symmetry
M(xa,xb, t) = N(xb,xa, t). (16)
The evolution equation for N can be obtained from
Eq. (14b) by exchanging ζ ↔ A in the superscripts of
the L operators together with exchanging a ↔ b in the
subscripts.
Note that only the quasilinear approximation in
Eq. (10) is enough produce the CE2 closure. Thus,
a closure of the flow statistics at second order is exactly
equivalent with the neglect of the eddy–eddy nonlinear-
ity in the eddy dynamics.
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The terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (10a) can be
rewritten using integration by parts as
v′ ζ ′ = −∂yu′v′, (17a)
(∂xA′)∇2A′ = −∂yB′xB′y. (17b)
These identities allow the forces in Eq. (10a) to be writ-
ten in the form of divergence-of-a-stress. Equation (17a)
is Taylor’s identity that relates the vorticity flux with
the Reynolds-stress divergence; Eq. (17b) is analogous
to Eq. (17a) in providing an identity for the vorticity
flux associated with the Maxwell stress. We will use ei-
ther of the expressions in Eq. (17a) interchangeably and
refer to them simply as the “Reynolds stress”; similarly
we refer to either of the expressions in Eq. (17b) as the
“Maxwell stress.”
In summary, the CE2 equations consist of the evo-
lution Eq. (14) for the eddy covariances, and the evo-
lution Eqs. (10a)–(10b) for the zonally averaged flow
and magnetic potential (in which the stresses are given
by Eq. (13)).
3. SHEARING WAVE DYNAMICS AND ENERGY
TRANSFERS TO A WEAK,
LONG-WAVELENGTH SHEAR FLOW
In this section, we show that a relatively simple mech-
anism underlies the magnetic suppression of zonal flows.
We revisit the Kelvin–Orr shearing wave, which exam-
ines the response of a wave to a fixed, long-wavelength
shear flow. We find that in much the same way that
a weak shear flow can organize hydrodynamic fluctua-
tions to reinforce itself, a shear flow can also organize
magnetic fluctuations to oppose it.
The Kelvin–Orr shearing wave was originally used to
explain the non-modal growth of perturbations on a
shear flow (Thomson 1887; Orr 1907; Tung 1983; Boyd
1983; Farrell 1987). In those studies, the shear flow con-
sidered had a finite amplitude. This non-modal growth
is sometimes referred to as the Kelvin–Orr mechanism.
In the same limit of strong shear flows, Leprovost & Kim
(2007) investigated the effect that magnetic fields have
on turbulent transport in a setup similar to the one we
study here. With a different physical phenomenon in
mind, Bakas & Ioannou (2013a) combined the hydrody-
namic Kelvin–Orr shearing wave with weak shear flow
to show that a weak shear flow can drain energy from
certain waves leading to mean flow growth.
Here, we extend the analysis of the Kelvin–Orr shear-
ing wave in a weak shear flow to include MHD fluctua-
tions. We show that the magnetic field inhibits energy
transfer from eddies to the zonal flows in two ways: (i) it
reduces the range of waves that are able to produce re-
inforcing Reynolds stresses and (ii) it produces Maxwell
stresses that oppose zonal flow growth. First, we review
the basic calculation in a system with no beta effect and
no magnetic fields.
3.1. No beta effect and no magnetic field
Here, we demonstrate how the Kelvin–Orr shearing
wave gives rise to the tendency for hydrodynamic fluc-
tuations in the presence of a long-wavelength shear flow
to transfer energy to the shear flow. The calculation
was presented by Bakas & Ioannou (2013a), which we
review here because we use the same techniques when
we include a magnetic field in Section 3.2.
First, we consider the energetics of the mean flow. The
zonally-averaged momentum equation, ignoring mag-
netic fields and dissipation, is given by Eq. (10a): ∂tu¯ =
−∂yu′v′. Multiplying by u¯ and averaging over y, we
obtain
dEZF
dt
=
1
Ly
∫ Ly
0
dy u′v′∂yu, (18)
where EZF
def
= 1Ly
∫ Ly
0
dy 12u
2 is the spatially averaged
energy density of the zonal flow and we have neglected
boundary terms.
For the rest of this section, we consider the evolution of
perturbation vorticity under the assumption of a fixed,
linear shear flow u¯ = Sy. Unlike a periodic u, a linear
flow appears incompatible with the neglect of boundary
terms, a point which we will return to at the end of this
section. The linearized evolution equation for vorticity is
(∂t + Sy∂x)ζ
′ = ν∇2ζ ′. (19)
As we are interested in studying the emergence of
zonal flows, we assume that u¯ is very weak. This as-
sumption implies that the shear S is very small, in a
manner to be quantified later. We substitute an ansatz
ζ ′(x, t) = Z(t)eik(t)·x. Requiring the coefficients of the
terms linear in x and y to vanish, we see that dkx/dt = 0
and dky/dt = −Skx. Hence,
kx = constant, (20a)
ky(t) = ky0 − Skxt. (20b)
The resulting equation for the amplitude Z can be
solved, yielding
ζ ′ = Z0ei[kxx+ky(t)y]e−ν
∫ t
0
dτ k(τ)2 , (21)
where k(t)2
def
= k2x + ky(t)
2. Equation (21) describes the
shearing wave. From Eq. (21) we can compute u′ =
iky(t)ζ
′/k2(t) and v′ = −ikxζ ′/k2(t).
We next compute the net energy change of the mean
flow due to a single wave that shears over and eventually
dissipates. We combine the time-dependent shearing
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wave solution with our previous energetics calculations.
We require the zonal average u′v′, which is quadratic
in wave fields. The wave fields are ultimately real, and
accounting for their complex representation, we have
u′v′ → 1
2
Re
(
u′v′∗
)
= −1
2
kxky(t)
k(t)4
|Z(t)|2. (22)
The change in EZF is obtained by integrating Eq. (18)
over the lifetime of the shearing wave:
∆EZF =
∫ ∞
0
dt
dEZF
dt
= −1
2
S
∫ ∞
0
dt
kxky(t)
k(t)4
|Z(t)|2.
(23)
We have used that ∂yu = S (independent of y) and that
the stress u′v′ for an individual wave is also independent
of y, and therefore the average over y does nothing.
Equation (23) shows that waves starting off with
ky/kx > 0 (quadrants I and III in the k plane) will
take energy from the zonal flow, while waves starting off
with ky/kx < 0 (quadrants II and IV) will give energy
to the zonal flow. The simplest form of the Kelvin–Orr
shearing wave dynamics for growth of the shear flow
arises from considering two waves at the same ampli-
tude, with initial wavevectors (kx, ky0) and (−kx, ky0).
In isolation, one of the waves would grow in expense
of the mean flow while the other would decay and give
energy to the mean flow. The two waves must be consid-
ered together because the net leading order contribution
to ∆EZF cancels out. We ignore interactions between
waves, meaning that in the computation of the stress
u′v′, we ignore cross terms.
The total energy change of the zonal flow ∆EZF is the
sum of that of the two waves individually, given by
∆EZF =
S
2
∫ ∞
0
dt
[
kxky+(t)
k+(t)4
|Z+(t)|2 − kxky−(t)
k−(t)4
|Z−(t)|2
]
.
(24)
Here, a term with subscript ± stems from the wave
with initial wavevector (∓kx, ky0), where ky±(t) def=
ky0 ± Skxt. We take the initial amplitudes Z+(0) =
Z−(0) = Z0. From Eq. (21), we have |Z±(t)|2 =
|Z0|2e−2ν
∫ t
0
dτ k±(τ)2 . Assuming kxSt/ky0  1, expand-
ing to leading order in S, and dropping the 0 subscript
on ky0, we obtain
∆EZF =
S2k2x|Z0|2
4ν2k4
k2x − 5k2y
k6
. (25)
One immediate conclusion is that a pair of waves with
wavevectors at a shallow enough angle to the kx-axis
tends to contribute energy to the mean flow, reinforcing
it. The critical angle is given by tan(φcrit) = 1/
√
5, or
φcrit ≈ 24◦.1 A pair of waves with an angle greater than
φcrit draws energy from the mean flow, diminishing it.
We briefly comment on the use of periodic bound-
ary conditions, infinite plane waves, and linear shear,
which are mathematically convenient but could poten-
tially raise some concern because of possible inconsisten-
cies or physical subtleties. Within the literature, others
have explored the use of more realistic profiles for the
shear flow and perturbations, such as using wavepackets
rather than infinite plane waves.
These more realistic profiles have not been found to
fundamentally alter the direction of energetic transfer
from those in simpler calculations. For instance, in a
calculation involving perturbation growth in a finite-
amplitude linear shear flow, Farrell (1987) used localized
perturbation wavepackets and showed that similar con-
clusions about energetic changes are obtained as when
infinite plane waves are used. Another calculation, more
relevant to the present study as it is concerned with
the growth of the mean flow, uses localized wavepackets
and periodic, rather than linear, shear flow (Parker &
Krommes 2019). That calculation found energy transfer
to the shear flow, just as is found here.
3.2. With β effect and magnetic fields
We extend now the analysis of the Kelvin–Orr shear-
ing wave to include magnetic fields. Again, we consider
the energetics of the zonally averaged flow. We neglect
A¯, which is justified by the later numerical findings in
Section 4.
Returning to Eq. (10a), retaining the magnetic fluctu-
ations, and performing similar steps as in the previous
subsection, we find the energetics of the mean zonal flow
are now given by
dEZF
dt
=
1
Ly
∫ Ly
0
dy
(
u′v′∂yu¯−B′xB′y∂yu¯
)
. (26)
We also need the generalization of the shearing wave
that includes magnetic fields. With A = 0 and u¯ = Sy,
the linearized, non-forced equations for the perturba-
tions ζ ′ and A′ are
(∂t + Sy∂x)ζ
′ + β∂xψ′ = −B0∂x∇2A′ + ν∇2ζ ′, (27a)
(∂t + Sy∂x)A
′ = −B0∂xψ′ + η∇2A′. (27b)
Assuming ζ ′(x, t) = Z(t)eik(t)·x and A′(x, t) =
a(t)eik(t)·x, we find the same shearing dependence
1 We note that modifying viscosity to instead be hyperviscosity
of the form νk2p changes the critical angle to tan−1
[
(3+2p)−1/2
]
.
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for k(t) as before (cf. Eq. (20)). Then, we have
dZ
dt
=
ikxβ
k(t)2
Z + ikxB0k(t)
2a− νk(t)2Z, (28a)
da
dt
=
ikxB0
k(t)2
Z − ηk(t)2a. (28b)
If k2 did not depend on time, then these equations
would be exactly the linearized equations without mean
flow and would give rise to the fast and slow waves with
frequencies ωf , ωs. In that case, the solution for any
initial condition could be decomposed into the fast and
slow eigenmode components. In particular, if the linear
combination Z(0) and a(0) start off exactly in the fast
eigenmode, then the time dependence of Z(t) and a(t)
is given by exp(−iωf t), where the imaginary part of ωf
determines the damping rate.
The shear flow complicates matters because k2 now
changes with time. However, when the shear is small,
such that kxSt/ky0  1, k2 remains nearly constant
up through the decay time of the wave. Hence, the
constant-k2 solution of the previous paragraph is mostly
retained. We expand k2 to leading order in S. If a wave
starts as an eigenmode, it will stay in that eigenmode
to lowest order; the solution for Z is then given by
Z(t) = Z0e
−iθ(t) exp
[∫ t
0
dτ Imω(τ)
]
, (29)
where θ(t)
def
=
∫ t
0
dτ Reω(τ) is some phase. An expres-
sion similar to Eq. (29) also holds for a(t).
We now restrict ourselves to the parameter regime
where νk2, ηk2, ωA  ωR. The fast and slow frequen-
cies ωf and ωs simplify to the expressions in Eq. (7). In
this limit, Im(ωf ) = −νk2 and Im(ωs) = −ηk2, and the
wave damping behaves purely diffusively. When start-
ing in the fast eigenmode, the solution for small shear is
Zf (t) = Z0e
−iθf (t) exp
[
−ν
∫ t
0
dτ k(τ)2
]
, (30a)
af (t) = A0e
−iθf (t) exp
[
−ν
∫ t
0
dτ k(τ)2
]
. (30b)
The initial amplitudes Z0 and A0 are related by the
eigenmode relation Eq. (8). A similar expression exists
for the slow wave, with ν replaced by η.
We use the shearing wave solution in Eq. (30) to com-
pute the energetic changes of the mean flow. For a single
wave, the Reynolds stress u′v′ is given by Eq. (22); sim-
ilarly the Maxwell stress is given by
B′xB′y →
1
2
Re
(
B′xB
′∗
y
)
= −1
2
kxky(t)|a(t)|2. (31)
Integrating over the lifetime of the wave, the net en-
ergy change in the mean flow due to a single wave shear-
ing over is then
∆EZF = −1
2
Skx
∫ ∞
0
dt
[
ky(t)
k(t)4
|Z(t)|2 − ky(t)|a(t)|2
]
.
(32)
We consider the effect of two (noninteracting) waves,
with initial wavevectors (kx, ky0) and (−kx, ky0). The
procedure is much the same as in Section 3.1. Expanding
to leading order in S, we obtain
(∆EZF)f =
S2k2x
4ν2k4
(
k2x − 5k2y
k6
|Z0|2 −
k2x − k2y
k2
|A0|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
def
= J
)
.
(33)
The corresponding expression for (∆EZF)s is identical
with ν replaced by η.
Expression (33) generalizes the energy transfer to a
weak mean flow due to Kelvin–Orr shearing wave dy-
namics to include magnetic fields. It is a major result
of this paper. The term proportional to |Z0|2 stems
from the Reynolds stress while the term proportional
to |A0|2 comes from the Maxwell stress. We note that
no explicit dependence on β or B0 has yet appeared
in ∆EZF. Both β and B0 have only an indirect effect on
the size of the perturbations Z0 and A0.
Focusing on the wavevector dependence, we examine
the quantity J inside the parentheses in Eq. (33), which
(∆EZF)f,s is proportional to. Substituting the energy-
normalized eigenfunctions from Eq. (8) and letting kx =
k cosφ and ky = k sinφ, we obtain
Jf = (cos
2 φ− 5 sin2 φ)− ω
2
A
ω2R
(cos2 φ− sin2 φ), (34a)
Js =
ω2A
ω2R
(cos2 φ− 5 sin2 φ)− (cos2 φ− sin2 φ), (34b)
for the fast and slow wave, respectively.
We make several observations. First, for the fast wave,
Jf = 0 determines the critical angle φcrit that separates
the waves that drive the mean flow from those that sup-
press it. As mentioned before, without magnetic field,
φcrit ≈ 24◦. However, from Eq. (34a), we see that turn-
ing on the magnetic field causes the second term to be-
come nonzero. Increasing the magnetic field reduces the
critical angle, implying that now a smaller subset of fast-
wave perturbations can contribute positively toward the
growth of the shear flow. Figure 1(a) shows how the crit-
ical angle varies with the background magnetic field B0.
Waves with φ < φcrit are of primary interest because
these fast waves contribute positively to ∆EZF, poten-
tially driving strong growth of the mean flow. Second,
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Figure 1. (a) Critical angle φcrit below which the fast wave
contributes to driving a mean zonal flow perturbation, as a
function of normalized background magnetic field, ωA/ωR.
An increasing magnetic field decreases the critical angle, al-
lowing fewer wavevectors to drive mean flow growth. (b) The
quantity J , which is proportional to the change in energy of
the mean flow, as a function of normalized magnetic field, at
fixed angle φ = tan−1(ky/kx). For φ < φcrit, as the magnetic
field increases, for the fast wave, Jf decreases in magnitude,
and for the slow wave, Js somewhat decreases in magnitude.
Js, like Jf , can be of either sign. However, for those
waves with φ < φcrit, the slow wave opposes the mean
flow, i.e., Js < 0. Third, for φ < φcrit, the magnitude
of Jf decreases as the magnetic field increases. The mag-
nitude of Js also somewhat decreases (see Figure 1(b)).
The Kelvin–Orr shearing wave calculation does not
capture the relative fraction of energy that resides in
magnetic fluctuations compared with hydrodynamic
fluctuations. Rather, the strength of these fluctuations,
Z0 and A0, are taken here as given. In the param-
eter regime we have examined, magnetic fluctuations
reside primarily in the slow wave and hydrodynamic
fluctuations reside in the fast wave. Because Z0 and
A0 are exogenous to this calculation, the use of energy-
normalized eigenfunctions eases the interpretation of the
physics by separating the effect of the wave from the
amount of energy contained in each wave. Intuitively,
and as we shall see later, as B0 increases, more energy
resides in the magnetic fluctuations and the slow wave
more strongly suppresses the growth of zonal flow.
We have assumed an initial condition that starts off
as a pure fast or slow wave, and calculated the effects
of the two waves separately. Mathematically, this is
equivalent to neglecting cross terms in the Reynolds
and Maxwell stresses, which are quadratically nonlin-
ear. From a physical point of view, this amounts to an
assumption that the interaction between waves is negli-
gible.
To summarize this section, we have generalized the
Kelvin–Orr shearing wave for a weak shear flow to in-
clude magnetic fields. We obtained Eq. (33), one of
the major results of this article, which describes a mean
shear flow’s energetic change due to a pair of shearing
waves. Our calculation shows that magnetic fluctua-
tions, through the slow magneto-Rossby wave, will op-
pose the growth of a mean shear flow. An additional
effect is that a stronger B0 also reduces the fast wave’s
contribution to driving a mean flow. We shall see later
that the former is the dominant effect (see Figure 5(b)
and surrounding discussion).
The Kelvin–Orr calculation is not a complete descrip-
tion because it does not close the loop and say how the
zonal flow dynamically evolves. Furthermore, the com-
putation is limited to long-wavelength shear flows. It
also does not provide a growth rate. But it does give a
clear physical picture of the effect of a weak shear flow
on fluctuations, and shows, unambiguously, that a mag-
netic field opposes the growth of zonal flows. This simple
calculation also quantitatively predicts which wavevec-
tors contribute to driving or suppressing zonation.
The next section includes a more detailed and elab-
orate computation that is both dynamically consistent
and also is not limited to long-wavelength mean flows.
We shall see that the key conclusions of the wavenumber
dependence of the Reynolds and Maxwell stress found
in this simple Kelvin–Orr calculation [Eq. (33)] are re-
covered from the more consistent calculation of the next
section, in the appropriate asymptotic limit.
4. ZONOSTROPHIC INSTABILITY WITH
MAGNETIC FIELD
The CE2 dynamical system in Section 2.2 ex-
hibits a homogeneous equilibrium that consists of zero
mean fields, u = 0 and A = 0, and eddy covari-
ances that are homogeneous in both spatial directions,
e.g., W (xa,xb) = W
H(xa − xb), etc. This equilibrium
can become unstable to zonal jets in what is known as
zonostrophic instability (ZI).
We analyze here the zonostrophic instability of Eq. (1).
That is, we ask if perturbations about the homogeneous
equilibrium, δu¯, δA¯, along with eddy covariance per-
turbations, e.g., W = WH + δW , lead to exponential
growth. The mean field perturbations are written as,
e.g., δu¯ = cu e
λteiqy. If there exists λ with positive
real part we say that the homogeneous equilibrium is
unstable and leads to mean flow growth at wavenumber
q. The techniques for the stability calculations are stan-
dard; the reader is referred, e.g., to the work by Srini-
vasan & Young (2012), in which the same type of calcu-
lation was carried out for an unmagnetized barotropic
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Figure 2. Most unstable ZI eigenvalue λ as a function of the
mean flow wavenumber q for the case discussed in Section 4.1
(panels (a), (b)). (Dots mark the mean-field wavenumbers
that fit in our domain.) For the unstable cases, panel (c)
shows the ratio of the magnetic energy to the zonal flow
energy q2|cA|2
/|cu|2. Magnetic energy is much less than the
zonal flow energy; the energy ratio goes up to 0.2 but that
happens for |ωA/ωR| ≥ 3.60 for which λ come with weak
growth rates and are also complex.
fluid. We provide the backbone of the calculation in the
Appendix.
4.1. Zonostrophic instability results
We present results from the ZI analysis. We consider
a domain of size 2pi × 2pi, use parameter values β = 2,
ν = η = 10−4, and take isotropic forcing centered about
a total wavenumber kf . That is:
Qˆk = Q0 e
−(k−kf )2/(2 δk2f ), (35)
where
Q0 = 5× 10−5, kf = 12, and δkf = 1.5. (36)
This forcing injects energy into hydrodynamic fluctu-
ations at a rate  =
∑
k Qˆk/(2k
2) = 4.81 × 10−5.
The forcing introduces a length scale k−1f and a time-
scale (k2f )
−1/3.
For each q, there are multiple eigenmodes, each with
its own ZI eigenvalue λ. Figure 2 shows the eigenvalue
with maximum growth rate as a function of the mean
Figure 3. Most unstable ZI eigenvalue λ as a function
of the background magnetic field B0 (all other parameters
held fixed) for the case discussed in Section 4.1. When
|ωA/ωR| . 0.25, the growth is strongest (largest real part),
and the eigenvalue is real. For larger |ωA/ωR|, not only does
the growth weaken considerably, but also the eigenvalue be-
comes complex.
flow wavenumber q for various values of the strength
of the background magnetic field B0 (normalized as
|ωA/ωR|). As B0 increases, the ZI is inhibited. This in-
hibition is also seen in Figure 3 in which the eigenvalue
λ is shown as a function of the magnetic field strength
for fixed mean-field wavenumber q.
When there is instability, the mean-flow components
of the eigenfunction consists primarily of mean zonal jet
δu¯ rather than mean magnetic field δA¯; see Figure 2(c).
That the mean flow eigenfunction is dominated by δu¯ is
a general characteristic of the ZI of Eq. (1), at least in
all parameter ranges we have explored. The smallness
of the mean magnetic component compared to the mean
flow justifies our choice in the Kelvin–Orr calculation
(section 3.2) to use only a mean shear flow and to neglect
a mean sheared magnetic field.
When the ZI is robustly strong—typically at low val-
ues of the magnetic field, |ωA/ωR| . 0.25—the eigen-
value is typically real. As the magnetic field becomes
stronger, not only does the growth rate drop consider-
ably, but also the eigenvalue becomes complex; this is
seen in both Figures 2 and 3. While our ZI calculation
is only linear and does not predict the final nonlinearly
saturated state, the physics of a stationary (real eigen-
value) and translating (complex eigenvalue) mode can
be quite different, and it is useful to distinguish between
these cases. For instance, it is possible that the grow-
ing mode with real eigenvalue saturates into stationary
zonal flows, while the mode with complex eigenvalue
does not.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses for marginally stable (λ = 0) eigenmodes. Panels (a)–(c)
show the total Reynolds stress (solid) and Maxwell stress (dashed) for three values of the background magnetic field B0.
The rest of the panels show the spectral decomposition of these total stresses into their contributions from individual eddy
wavevectors. The spectral decomposition of the Reynolds stress is shown in (d)–(f) and the Maxwell stress in (g)–(i). Stresses
are shown on a (q, φ) polar grid: values shown correspond to the net contribution to the stresses from the four modes k =
kf × {(cosφ, sinφ), (− cosφ, sinφ), (− cosφ,− sinφ), (cosφ,− sinφ)} on a mean zonal flow perturbation with wavenumber q.
For the Reynolds stress, positive values (yellow or green) reinforce the zonal flow and negative values (white) oppose it. For
the Maxwell stress, positive values oppose the zonal flow and negative values reinforce it. The stresses were computed using
Eqs. (A6a)–(A6b) at the marginal point for ZI (λ = 0). Contour levels start at 0 and increase by 0.02; dash–dotted lines mark
the critical angles φcrit ≈ 24◦, 45◦ (see Section 3). At high enough B0, the Maxwell stresses become identical with the Reynolds
stresses and thus ZI is suppressed.
We can gain insight into how the ZI is inhibited by
examining the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses for the
eigenmodes.2 Recalling the zonally averaged momentum
Eq. (10a), the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses are the
fluctuation-driven terms that can drive or oppose the
growth of the mean flow.
The perturbation equation for the mean flow eigen-
mode is described by
(λ+ νq2)δu¯− δv′ζ ′ + δ(∂xA′)∇2A′ = 0, (37)
which comes directly from Eq. (10a). To a good approx-
imation the above simplifies to
λ+ νq2 − δv′ζ ′u + δ(∂xA′)∇2A′u = 0. (38)
2 We reiterate that we are using the term Reynolds stress as a
shorthand, when we are actually referring to the divergence of the
Reynolds stress.
Here, the u superscript refers to the parts of the stresses
associated with the perturbation mean flow δu¯, neglect-
ing the contribution associated with the perturbation
mean magnetic field δA¯. This decomposition of the
stresses into components associated with δu¯ and δA¯
emerges from the instability calculation detailed in the
Appendix. Because the mean magnetic component
of the eigenfunction is small, δv′ζ ′ ≈ eiqy δv′ζ ′u and
δ(∂xA′)∇2A′ ≈ eiqy δ(∂xA′)∇2A′u.
Figure 4 shows the fluctuation stresses δv′ζ ′
u
and
δ(∂xA′)∇2A′u. Panels (a)–(c) show the Reynolds stress
and Maxwell stress for a marginally stable eigenmode
λ = 0 at three different values of the magnetic field. In
this figure, positive values of the Reynolds stress rein-
force the zonal flow, while positive values of the Maxwell
stress oppose the zonal flow. At zero magnetic field
(panel (a)), the Maxwell stress is zero and the Reynolds
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stress drives growth. At moderate magnetic field (panel
(b)), the Maxwell stress is nonzero and opposes the zonal
flow, but it does not have a significant effect because it
is still considerably less than the Reynolds stress. At
a large magnetic field (panel (c)), the Maxwell stress
has grown such that it is almost exactly equal to the
Reynolds stress. The Maxwell stress completely coun-
teracts the driving effect of the Reynolds stress.
It is also possible to take a closer look and examine
the spectral decomposition of the Reynolds and Maxwell
stresses. Considering marginally stable modes has been
a useful way in earlier studies of ZI in unmagnetized flu-
ids to understand which of the spectral components of
the forcing contribute to ZI (Bakas & Ioannou 2013a;
Bakas et al. 2015). Using analytic formulas derived in
the course of the ZI calculation, we can extract the con-
tribution of individual Fourier modes to the stresses.
The procedure to obtain these analytic formulas is de-
scribed in the Appendix, but the formulas themselves
are not written explicitly because they are extremely
complicated.
We can thus determine which fluctuation wavevectors
tend to contribute positively or negatively toward the
Reynolds and Maxwell stress. Figure 4(d)–(i) depict the
spectral decomposition of marginally stable eigenmodes
on a (q, φ) polar grid. For example, for the case with
B0 = 0, panel (d) implies that when a mean-flow per-
turbation δu¯ with wavenumber q/kf = 0.4 is introduced
in the flow, the forcing components k = (±kf , 0) will
induce Reynolds stresses with δv′ζ ′
u ≈ 0.08(k2f )1/3 > 0
that tend to reinforce δu¯, leading to instability.
We can see that for small values of the background
magnetic field, the contribution of each component of
the forcing to the Reynolds stresses remains mostly un-
changed. In other words, panel (e) is mostly the same
as panel (d). On the other hand, panel (h) shows the
spectral decomposition of the Maxwell stress at moder-
ate magnetic field. For high values of the magnetic field,
comparison of panels (f) and (i) shows that the cancel-
lation between Reynolds stresses and Maxwell stresses
occurs at each individual wavevector.
At this point, we can make close connection with the
Kelvin–Orr shearing wave calculation presented in Sec-
tion 3.2. The analytic formulas used for the spectral
decompositions of the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses in
Figure 4 can be asymptotically expanded in a limit rele-
vant to the Kelvin–Orr shearing wave. The limit consis-
tent with the Kelvin–Orr calculation is to take λ → 0,
small B0, and small q. In this limit, the leading order
terms for the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses are
δv′ ζ ′
u
=
2k2xq
2
(
k2x − 5k2y
)
νk8
WˆHk , (39a)
δ(∂xA′)∇2A′u =
2k2xq
2
(
k2x − k2y
)
ηk4
GˆHk . (39b)
The parameter scalings for the Reynolds and Maxwell
stresses are remarkably similar to those in Eq. (33). (Re-
call that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (33)
arises from the Reynolds stress, and the second term
from the Maxwell stress.) In particular, the wavevector
dependence that determines positive vs. negative contri-
bution, (k2x− 5k2y) for the Reynolds stress and (k2x− k2y)
for the Maxwell stress, is exactly the same in the asymp-
totic limit of the ZI calculation and in the Kelvin–Orr
calculation. The computer algebra system Mathematica
was used both to derive the expressions for the stresses
and to take the asymptotic limit.
Figure 4 shows, roughly, how small q must be (i.e.,
how long wavelength the zonal flow must be) for this
asymptotic limit to be accurate. For example, we see
that for q/kf . 0.2 the Reynolds stresses are positive
only for φ < 24◦; similarly, the Maxwell stresses are
positive for φ < 45◦. For q/kf & 0.2, the constant-
angle boundary (dash–dotted line) between positive and
negative stresses is no longer accurate.
Figure 5 shows the balance between the Reynolds
and Maxwell stresses as the resistivity η changes. As
η changes from large to small, the Maxwell stress grows
larger (Figure 5(a)). In Figure 5(b), we see that the
Maxwell stress grows at the same rate as the overall level
of magnetic fluctuations, as measured by the magnetic
energy stored in the covariance GH of the CE2 homoge-
neous equilibrium. At large η, for which magnetic fluc-
tuations are suppressed, strong ZI occurs and the growth
rate is about 0.4(k2f )
1/3. As η decreases and the level
of magnetic fluctuations grows, eventually the Maxwell
stress becomes comparable to the Reynolds stress, and
the ZI is suppressed, with the growth rate weakening
considerably. The eigenvalue λ and the stresses even
become complex at η = 10−8, whereas these quantities
are real for larger η.
Figures 6(a)–(c) show the behavior of ZI on an (η,B0)
grid. For each parameter value, a marker depicts
whether the homogeneous equilibrium leads to grow-
ing, stationary ZF (ZI eigenvalue λ is real and positive,
plus + signs), no growing ZF (λ is real and negative,
circles ◦), or something indeterminate (λ is complex, of-
ten with positive real part, asterisks ∗). For these plots,
only η and B0 change while all other parameters are
kept the same. Only a single ZF wavenumber q = 6
is used, which is typically close to the most unstable
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Figure 5. (a) Growth rate Re(λ) and Reynolds stress and
Maxwell stress as functions of resistivity η. A positive sign
of the Maxwell stress opposes the growth of zonal flow. As
η decreases, the Maxwell stress increases and the Reynolds
stress is relatively unchanged, until the Maxwell stress be-
comes comparable to the Reynolds stress around η = 10−7,
and the growth rate of ZI drops sharply. At η = 10−8, the
growth rate, Reynolds stress, and Maxwell stress are all com-
plex, with an imaginary part on the same order of magnitude
as the real part; only the real part is shown in the figure. At
the other values of η, these quantities are real. (b) The mag-
netic energy of the magnetic fluctuation covariance GH in-
creases as η decreases. For both panels, the parameters used
are ν = 10−4, B0 = 10−4, β = 2, Q0 = 4 × 10−5, kf = 12,
and a fixed mode number of the zonal flow, q = 6. The ratio
ωA/ωR ≈ 0.0072.
wavenumber. Figures 6(a) and (b) use the same param-
eters except the amplitude of the input forcing Q0 is
varied. Figure 6(c) uses a different value of ν.
Up to some maximum B0, the boundary in (η,B0)
space between the growing, stationary zonal flow and the
other behaviors is fitted well by a line η/B20 = constant,
which was also found by Tobias et al. (2007). The pa-
rameters of Figures 6(a) and (b) are chosen to match
those of the simulations performed by Tobias et al.
(2007), the results of which are summarized in Figure 7
(figure reproduced from paper by Tobias et al. (2007)).
However, we could not match the amplitude and spectral
distribution of the input forcing exactly, as these values
were not reported in detail. Despite an imperfect match-
ing of forcings, there is nevertheless remarkable agree-
ment between our findings, which result from examining
only the ZI within a quasilinear theory, and the results
from the fully nonlinear direct numerical simulations by
Tobias et al. (2007). Part of the reason for this success is
that within the ZI calculation, the details of the forcing
turn out not that important. As we have argued in Sec-
tions 3 and 4, zonal jet appearance is controlled by the
competition between the drive (Reynolds stresses) and
suppressor (Maxwell stresses). The amplitude of the
forcing, though, does not control this difference since
both Reynolds and Maxwell stresses are proportional to
the total energy input rate by the forcing. For example,
compare Figures 6(a) and 6(b), which use the same in-
put parameters except for a forcing strength that differs
by two orders of magnitude. Qualitatively and quanti-
tatively, the zonation boundary separating robust zonal
flow growth (plus signs) from other behavior (circles and
asterisks) changes little.
Also shown in each plot of Figure 6 is a black contour,
which depicts the curve (ω2A/ω
2
R)(1 + Prm)
2/Prm = 1.
To compute a single number for ω2A/ω
2
R, we use a char-
acteristic wavenumber, which we take to be the forcing
wavenumber kf . In the regime Prm  1, or ν  η
(the bottom half of the curve), this curve reduces to
(ω2A/ω
2
R)Prm = 1. This equation recovers the observed
scaling B20/η = constant, but also provides a value for
the constant. As seen in Figure 6, this constant works re-
markably well at disparate values of ν (separated by four
orders of magnitude) at determining the η/B20 bound-
ary.
The parameter
Υ
def
= (ω2A/ω
2
R)(1 + Prm)
2
/
Prm, (40)
is derived from the level of magnetic fluctuations in the
homogeneous equilibrium GH . The expression is given
in Eq. (A2). A key parameter determining the homoge-
neous equilibrium is
z
def
= ω2R + (ν + η)
2k4 +
(ν + η)2
νη
ω2A. (41)
In the regime of νk2, ηk2, ωA  ωR, the middle term
of z is negligible. The third term can be large or small
compared to ω2R because (ν+ η)
2/νη = (1 + Prm)
2/Prm
can be big if either of ν or η is much larger than the
other. The critical parameter Υ is the ratio of the third
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term to the first term. If Prm is not too large or too small
such that Υ  1, then z ≈ ω2R. Furthermore, if the
additional assumption is made that Prm  1 but still
Υ 1, the covariance of magnetic fluctuations becomes,
from Eq. (A2d),
GˆHk =
ω2A
ω2R
Qˆk
2ηk6
. (42)
Hence, the covariance of magnetic fluctuations scales as
B20/η, while in the same regime, the covariance of hydro-
dynamic fluctuations WˆH is independent of both η and
B0. Thus, we have related parameters that determine
the magnetic fluctuation level to the boundary of zonos-
trophic instability and found good agreement. The pre-
cise physics determining Υ = 1 as a critical value (when
Prm  1) are not fully understood. However, the agree-
ment between Υ = 1 and the zonostrophic instability
boundary is broadly consistent with the idea that mag-
netic fluctuations oppose zonostrophic instability, and
hence suppress zonal flow.
5. DISCUSSION
We have presented a theoretical explanation for the
zonal flow suppression previously observed in simula-
tions that imposed a background magnetic field aligned
with the direction of rotation. Our calculations show
that the Maxwell stress, caused by magnetic fluctua-
tions, tends to suppress the instability that leads to
zonation. We have performed two separate calculations:
a simple calculation based on the Kelvin–Orr shearing
wave and a more elaborate calculation based on the CE2
statistical framework. We found consistent results.
We summarize our findings as follows.
1. We have generalized the Kelvin–Orr shearing wave
dynamics to include magnetic fields. In a decom-
position into the natural modes of the system, the
fast and slow magneto-Rossby waves, we found
that the fast wave, which reduces to the Rossby
wave for a vanishing magnetic field, can drive and
reinforce a weak mean zonal flow. The slow wave
opposes the growth of a weak flow.
2. We have generalized the zonostrophic instabil-
ity to include magnetic fields. In the limit of
long-wavelength weak mean flow with weak back-
ground magnetic field, the physics of the Kelvin–
Orr shearing wave dynamics is recovered.
3. We demonstrated that the background magnetic
field suppresses formation of zonal flow by quench-
ing the instability of initial growth rather than
through other means. (For example, it could have
been the case that magnetic fields destabilized
finite-amplitude mean flows.)
4. We showed that a background magnetic field can
suppress the formation of zonal flows even when
ω2A  ω2R. This occurs because strong magnetic
fluctuations can develop. These magnetic fluctua-
tions give rise to a Maxwell stress that opposes the
Reynolds stress that was reinforcing weak shear
flows. This is consistent with the numerical re-
sults of Tobias et al. (2007).
5. In the regime νk2, ηk2, ωA  ωR, the quasilin-
ear prediction of zonostrophic instability and the
results of fully nonlinear direct numerical simula-
tions by Tobias et al. (2007) are in good agreement
for predicting the boundary in parameter space
where zonation occurs.
We found that suppression of zonostrophic instability
occurs for two reasons. First, the stronger the magnetic
field, the greater fraction of the total fluctuation energy
partitions into magnetic energy as opposed to hydro-
dynamic energy. Hence, turning up the magnetic field
decreases the relative strength of the Reynolds stress,
which drives zonal flow, and increases the strength of the
Maxwell stress, which suppresses zonation. Second, in-
creasing the magnetic field modifies the eigenmode char-
acter of the fast and slow waves. The fast wave changes
from a Rossby wave at B0 = 0 to an Alfve´n wave at
large B0. We found that the fast wave’s contribution to
driving a mean flow decreases as B0 increases.
In this regime, we have mostly focused on (νk2, ηk2,
ωA  ωR); the former mechanism is the effective one
because it leads to zonation suppression for even rela-
tively weak magnetic fields. For instance, Figure 6 shows
that magnetic suppression of zonal flow can occur even
for ωA/ωR . 10−2 as long as η is sufficiently small. In
contrast, for the latter mechanism to have an apprecia-
ble effect, the magnetic field must be sufficiently strong
such that Alfve´n frequency is comparable to or larger
than the Rossby frequency.
We note that although it has been suggested to ex-
amine the Alfve´n wave properties calculated from the
total magnetic field (background & perturbed; Tobias
et al. (2007)), within the quasilinear dynamics used in
this study, only the background magnetic field B0 de-
termines the Alfve´n wave properties.
We now turn to discussion of two assumptions used in
both the Kelvin–Orr and the ZI calculations that at first
glance appear incompatible. First, we have neglected
eddy–eddy nonlinearities. Second, we have assumed a
very weak shear flow. It is true that both of these as-
sumptions cannot be quantitatively satisfied. However,
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Figure 6. Behavior of ZI as B0 and η vary. The three panels use different values of ν and Q0. A single eigenmode wavenumber
q = 6 is used throughout. For each value of B0 and η, a marker depicts the type of behavior of the most unstable eigenmode:
growing zonal flow (eigenvalue λ is real and positive; plus signs), no zonal flow (λ is real and negative; circles), or indeterminate
(λ is complex, often with positive real part; asterisks). The parameters for panel (b) included a forcing amplitude two orders
of magnitude weaker than that used in panel (a). However, the boundary between growing zonal flow and the other behaviors
is mostly unchanged between these two panels. Also shown is the curve Υ = 1 (see Eq. (40)). The bottom half of this curve,
at which Prm  1, fits well the zonation boundary. For Prm  1, Υ = 1 reduces to η/B20 = constant. In panel (c), another
example is shown, with a much smaller value of ν. In panel (a), there are some isolated examples of unstable modes at high B0
and small η; it is not fully understood why these appear.
Figure 7. Nonlinear solutions of Eq. (1) by Tobias et al.
(2007). Plus signs (+) denote cases with zonal jets are
present; diamonds () denote cases where zonal jets are in-
hibited. (Figure reproduced from the paper by Tobias et al.
(2007); copyright ApJ, 2007.)
the question that primarily concerns us here is can we
understand some physics with these assumptions? We
think the answer is yes. The calculations under these
assumptions reveal a coherent effect in which fluctua-
tions are organized by a shear flow to either reinforce
or oppose that shear flow. Qualitatively, one could see
how this same coherent effect could occur even with-
out neglecting eddy–eddy nonlinearities, which may be
more incoherent in nature and not disrupt the coherent
process.
The eddy-mean flow interaction between the coherent
flow and the incoherent eddy field is so robust that it
manifests itself even when the mean flow is weak. This
fact has been revealed in previous studies of unmag-
netized flows (Bakas & Ioannou 2013b; Constantinou
et al. 2014). For example, Constantinou et al. (2014)
compared predictions of ZI with fully nonlinear direct
numerical simulations and showed that the bifurcation
to zonation (i.e., when zonal flows are still very weak)
is indeed well captured in the quasilinear model, so long
as the eddy field is modified to match that in nonlin-
ear simulations. Here, the agreement of the magnetized
ZI with the simulations results by Tobias et al. (2007)
indicates that in magnetized fluids, the eddy-mean flow
interaction retained within the quasilinear approxima-
tion is the dominant process responsible for driving or
opposing zonal flows.
In conclusion, we have explained how magnetic fields
can suppress zonation in a rotating MHD fluid through
a relatively simple mechanism. In the absence of a mag-
netic field, an initially weak shear flow organizes hydro-
dynamic fluctuations to reinforce itself and grow. But
in the magnetized case, a weak shear flow coherently
organizes magnetic fluctuations to oppose it.
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APPENDIX
A. ZONOSTROPHIC INSTABILITY WITH MAGNETIC FIELD
The CE2 system of Eqs. (10a), (10b), and (14) possesses an equilibrium that is statistically homogeneous in both
dimensions. The equilibrium consists of zero mean fields (u¯ = 0, A¯ = 0) and eddy covariances that are determined by
a balance of forcing and dissipation. We perturb about this equilibrium to derive the dispersion relation for growth of
mean fields in the zonostrophic instability.
The homogeneous equilibrium covariances can be expressed in terms of their Fourier transforms, e.g.,
WH =
∑
k
WˆHk e
ik·(xa−xb), (A1)
and similarly for MH , NH , and GH . From Eqs. (14) and (15), the homogeneous equilibrium can be found to be
WˆHk =
ηk8(η + ν)2 + ηk2xβ
2 + (η + ν)B20k
2
xk
4
ν [ηk8(η + ν)2 + ηβ2k2x] + (η + ν)
2B20k
2
xk
4
Qˆk
2k2
, (A2a)
MˆHk =
−iηB0kx
[
k4(η + ν) + iβkx
]
ν [ηk8(η + ν)2 + ηβ2k2x] + (η + ν)
2B20k
2
xk
4
Qˆk
2k2
, (A2b)
NˆHk = (Mˆ
H
k )
∗, (A2c)
GˆHk =
(η + ν)B20k
2
x
ν [ηk8(η + ν)2 + ηβ2k2x] + (η + ν)
2B20k
2
xk
4
Qˆk
2k2
, (A2d)
with k
def
= |k|. Note that, in general, property Eq. (16) together with the fact that both M and N are real implies
that NˆHk = (Mˆ
H
k )
∗. The stresses in Eq. (13) that correspond to Eq. (A2) are exactly zero, a consequence of statistical
homogeneity in the y direction.
We perturb the homogeneous equilibrium as u¯ = δu¯, A¯ = δA¯, W = WH +δW , etc, and substitute into the linearized
CE2 equations. The perturbations are Fourier-decomposed as
δu¯ = cu e
λteiqy, (A3a)
δA¯ = cA e
λteiqy, (A3b)
δW = eλteiq(ya+yb)/2
∑
k
wˆk e
ik·(xa−xb), (A3c)
and similarly for δM , δN , and δG. Here, λ is the eigenvalue and q is the perturbation wavenumber of the zonal flow.
We describe the procedure for the rest of this calculation as follows. We insert Eq. (A3) into the linearized CE2
equations and solve for wˆk, mˆk, nˆk, and gˆk as functions of cu, cA, λ, q and the equilibrium covariance spectra
(Eqs. (A4), (A5)). Having wˆk, mˆk, nˆk, and gˆk in hand, we derive expressions for the stresses (which again depend on
cu, cA, λ, and q; see Eqs. (A6), (A7)). Then, from the two mean-field perturbation equations we end up with a linear
system for cu and cA (Eq. (A8)) that has non-trivial solutions only for particular values of λ (Eq. (A9)).
After substitution of Eq. (A3), the perturbation covariance equations can be placed into the form
F

wˆk
mˆk
nˆk
gˆk
 = cu

ikx(1− q2/k21)WˆHk1
ikxMˆ
H
k1
ikx(1− q2/k21)NˆHk1
ikxGˆ
H
k1
− cu

ikx(1− q2/k2−1)WˆHk−1
ikx(1− q2/k2−1)MˆHk−1
ikxNˆ
H
k−1
ikxGˆ
H
k−1
+ cA

qkx(k
2
1 − q2)MˆHk1
(qkx/k
−2
1 )Wˆ
H
k1
qkx(k
2
1 − q2)GˆHk1
(qkx/k
2
1)Nˆ
H
k1
− cA

qkx(k
2
−1 − q2)NˆHk−1
qkx(k
2
−1 − q2)GˆHk−1
(qkx/k
2
−1)Wˆ
H
k−1
(qkx/k
2
−1)Mˆ
H
k−1
 ,
(A4)
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where
F def=

λ+ ν
(
k21 + k
2
−1
)
+ 2iβkxkyq
/
(k21k
2
−1) +ikxB0k
2
−1 −ikxB0k21 0
+ikxB0
/
k2−1 λ+ νk
2
1 + ηk
2
−1 − iβkx
/
k21 0 −ikxB0k21
−ikxB0
/
k21 0 λ+ ηk
2
1 + νk
2
−1 + iβkx
/
k2−1 +ikxB0k
2
−1
0 −ikxB0
/
k21 +ikxB0
/
k2−1 λ+ η(k
2
1 + k
2
−1)
 .
(A5)
Above, we used the notation k±1
def
= (kx, ky ± q/2), and k±1 = |k±1|. Note that it is important to keep both δM
and δN ; we cannot use the property Eq. (16) to relate nˆk to mˆk here because the perturbations δM and δN have
been represented with a complex eigenfunction. Equation (A4) relates the eigenmode components wˆk, mˆk, nˆk, gˆk and
cu, cA in a matrix equation.
What we would like is to write each of wˆk, etc., in terms of cu and cA. To do so, we invert the system (A4), or
equivalently, invert F, using the computer algebra system Mathematica. The resulting expressions for wˆk, etc., are
extremely complicated and so they are not written explicitly. We note that wˆk, etc., are linear in both cu and cA.
With wˆk, mˆk, nˆk, and gˆk, we can write the perturbation stresses as
δv′ζ ′ = eiqy
∑
k
iqkxky
k21k
2
−1
wˆk, (A6a)
δ(∂xA′)∇2A′ = eiqy
∑
k
iqkxky gˆk, (A6b)
δv′A′ = eiqy
∑
k
ikx
(
− mˆk
2k21
+
nˆk
2k2−1
)
. (A6c)
To obtain the above we used Eqs. (13) and (A3). Since wˆk, etc. are linear in cu and cA, it is useful to decompose the
stresses as
δv′ζ ′ = eiqy
[
cuδv′ζ ′
u
+ cAδv′ζ ′
A
]
, (A7a)
δ(∂xA′)∇2A′ = eiqy
[
cu δ(∂xA′)∇2A′u + cA δ(∂xA′)∇2A′A
]
, (A7b)
δv′A′ = eiqy
[
cuδv′A′
u
+ cAδv′A′
A
]
. (A7c)
Explicit expressions for the terms such as δv′ζ ′
u
are derived, but again are too complicated and unilluminating to
include here. Substituting Eq. (A7) into the linearized mean-field equations, we obtain the linear system of just two
equations
cu
[
λ+ νq2 − δv′ζ ′u + δ(∂xA′)∇2A′u
]
+ cA
[
δ(∂xA′)∇2A′A − δv′ζ ′A
]
= 0, (A8a)
cu
[
iq v′A′
u
]
+ cA
[
λ+ ηq2 + iq δv′A′
A
]
= 0. (A8b)
Equation (A8) has a non-trivial solution only if[
λ+ νq2 − δv′ζ ′u + δ(∂xA′)∇2A′u
] [
λ+ ηq2 + iq v′A′
A
]
− iq v′A′u
[
δ(∂xA′)∇2A′A − δv′ζ ′A
]
= 0. (A9)
Equation (A9) is a single nonlinear equation that determines the allowed eigenvalues λ. We solve it with Newton’s
method. We typically must scan over various initial guesses to ensure we do not miss an unstable eigenvalue. With
the eigenvalue in hand, we can return to Eq. (A8) and compute the coefficients cu and cA.
A more straightforward way to perform the ZI analysis is to write explicitly the matrix that governs the linearized
dynamics of the full state vector (i.e., for δu¯, δA¯ and for all wavenumber components of wˆk, mˆk, nˆk, and gˆk), and then
perform eigenanalysis of this matrix numerically. The resulting matrix can be somewhat large, but it is still feasible to
directly compute all eigenvalues. In this method, one does not have to worry about missing any eigenvalues or about
the initial guess to provide to the Newton solver.
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In this paper we have performed the stability calculations using both methods and found exactly the same results.
The former method, which uses the inversion of F, is particularly useful for analytical insight. For example, Figure 4
relies on the inversion of F. Additionally, the former method enables an asymptotic expansion of the expression for the
stresses that recovers the same parameter dependence found in the Kelvin–Orr shearing wave calculation, as discussed
in Section 4.1.
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